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NOTE ON THE REAL FORMS OF A SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA 
BY 
F. D. VELDKAMP 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of April 25, 1959) 
The real simple Lie algebras were first determined by E. CARTAN 
(see [1] 2)) who considered separately all simple complex Lie groups. 
Later E. CARTAN [2] and P. LARDY [5] gave a general method for the 
solution of the problem. In 1939 F. GANTMACHER [4] classified the real 
forms in a more direct and shorter way. 
If o denotes the character of the real form under consideration, i.e. the 
signature of the Killing form, the following values of o are found: 
An : O= 1-m2 where m=n+ 1, n-1, ... , ( ~· 
0= -n-1. 
O=n. 
Bn : O=n-2m(m+ 1) where m=O, 1, ... , n. 
On : O= -n-2m2 where m=n, n-2, ... , ( ~· 
O=n. 
Dn O=n-2m2 where m=n, n-2, ... , (~· 
O= -n. 
O=n-2m2 where m=n-l,n-3, .... {~· 
In the first two cases the real form of Dn is generated by an inner 
involutorial automorphism of the compact form. in the last case 
by an outer one. 
G2 0=-14 or 2. 
F4 O= -52, -20 or 4. 
E6 O= -78, -26. -14, 2 or 6. 
E 7 O= -133, -25, -5 or 7. 
E 8 O= -248, -24 or 8. 
Except for the case Dn all the values of 0 given in this list are different 
for any given complex structure. As isomorphic real groups must have 
the same o, the corresponding real forms are non-isomorphic. In the 
1 ) The preparation of this paper was supported by the Netherlands Organisation 
for Pure Research (Z.W.O.). 
2) Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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case of Dn it is possible that two of the o-s found are equal; this happens, if 
n-2m2= -n, 
i.e. if 
In this case n- m must be even so that both real forms are generated 
by inner involutorial automorphisms of the compact form. The question 
arises, whether these two forms are isomorphic or not. In this paper we 
shall give the answer to this question: 
Theorem: Ifn~=m2 >4, then there are two non-isomorphic real forms 
of Dn with character - n; otherwise there is only one such form. 
Let S be an involutorial automorphism of the compact form gc of a 
complex simple Lie algebra. 
If K1={xJSx=x} and K-1={xJSx= -x}, then g=K1+iK-1 is a real 
form of the given complex Lie algebra; every real form can be obtained 
in this way. (See [4], § 6.) 
If S is inner, then we may suppose that 
K1 = {Sj, e,., e_ .. , ... } and K -1 = {eQ, e_Q, ... } 
where Sj is a Cartan subalgebra of gc and e", e_,., ... are eigenvectors 
corresponding to the roots IX, -IX, ••.• 
Let V1={1X, -IX, ... } and V-1={e, -e, ... }. 
LetS and S' be two different automorphisms which give rise to V1, V - 1 
respectively V~, V~ 1 • If there exists a rotation -r of the rootsystem such 
that i v1 = v;, i v -1 = v~l> then the two corresponding real forms are 
isomorphic ([4], § 6). 
The converse of this statement is also true. For let g and g' be two 
isomorphic real forms corresponding to S and S'. Since any two Cartan 
decompositions of a real form are conjugate under an inner automorphism 
(see [6], pg. 47), there exists an isomorphism e of g onto g' transforming 
K1 into K; and K-1 into K~1 • 
Now K1=L EB A, where L and A are respectively semi-simple and 
abelian ideals of K1 (see [7], pg. 979, lemma 2.8, with / in stead of K1). 
A is the centre of K1 and L its orthogonal complement with respect to 
the (negative definite) restriction of the Killing form to K1. Since the 
same is true for K; =L' EB A', we must have: eA =A', eL=L'. But the 
root systems of L and L' are respectively V1 and v;, so (! induces the 
required rotation of the rootsystem. 
Now we return to the case of Dn where n=mz. Then there are two 
real forms g and g' with character o = - n, viz. 
g : v1 ={± (<pp-<pq)}, V-1={± (<pp+<pq)} 
g': v; -'={± (<pp± <pq); l<,p<q<.l or l<p<q<,n}. 
v~l={± (<pp± <pq); l<,JJ<;l<q<.n}. 
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Here l=i(n-m) and the roots of Dn are ± IPP± rpq (p, q= 1, ... , n). 
We have found that g and g' are isomorphic if, and only if, there exists 
a rotation of the rootsystem transforming v1 into v~. 
Now first consider the case n>4. Then V~ decomposes into two ortho-
gonal sets of roots, viz. with 1<.p<q<.l and l<p<q<.n; but for V1 such 
a decomposition does not exist; so there cannot exist a rotation r with 
r V 1 = V ~ and consequently g and g' are not isomorphic. 
On the other hand, if n = 4 we can find the required rotation of the 
roots; it is easily verified that the following rotation f/> transforms V 1 
into v~: 
(/11 - (/12 ~ (/12 -rpa 
(/12 -rpa ~ (/13 -rp4 
tpa-tp4 ~ -rp2-1p3 
(/13 + (/14 ~ -tp1 + (/14· 
So for n = 4 the two real forms g and g' are isomorphic. 
Collecting~ our results, we find th(_ announced theorem. 
Finally let us make a closer investigation of the rotation f/> which 
transforms V1 into V~ in the case of D4. Taking rp~, tp2, tp3, IP4 as a base 
for the roots, we may represent f/> by the matrix 
I 
-1 -1 -1 
-!) <P~t ( I -1 -1 
-1 1 -1 
\ -1 -1 1 
If T2 denotes the special rotation 
( -1 -1 -1 -1 ) T2=i ~ 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 
' 1 -1 -1 1 
(see [3], § 12) and if Sa is the transformation, belonging to the Weyl group, 
which transforms the root (3 into (3- 2 < cx, {3 > IX (<IX, (3 >denoting the 
<ex, IX> 
Killing form on the space of roots), then 
fl>=T2 srp,-rp, s""_"" srp,-rp,· 
T2 is a type of automorphism of D4 that has no analogue for Dn, n > 4. 
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